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Introduction
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Here you can read the legal considerations and possible risks. This
section needs intensive attention. We recommend you to consult
with legal, tax and other professionals when you consider an
investment. You can seek an advice to help you make independent
decisions about legality. 

'woma city' token is a fully decentralized crypto asset. Please note
that this is a summary of the risks, disclaimers and legal
considerations. Users can find so many things online on the
woma.city website. In order to gain the most out of this white
paper, you should read it completely.The summary does not
mention the location of “legal considerations”. To invest in this
crypto asset, all factors must be considered and evaluated. There
are no expectations for $WOMA token and its team not considered
yet.This token is a community-operated decentralized financial
token to create a new metaverse.

'woma city' whitepaper is a living document. This document
contains philosophical underpinnings, technical foundations, and
the economic model. Any information presented in this document
is subject to change and will be updated regularly. The basic
structure presented in the document will remain the same,
however, any major change will be announced prior to
implementation, on social forums and the website of 'woma city'.



Disclaimmer

The information in this white paper may be changed or updated,
and should not be interpreted by the 'woma city' team or any other
individuals or organizations mentioned in this white paper as a
promise or promise of the future availability of services related to
the use of tokens or their future performance, value or guarantee.

This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell
stocks or securities. It does not form or form part of it, nor should it
be construed as any offer or sale or subscription or any invitation to
purchase or subscribe for any securities, and it or any part of it
should not form the basis or reliance of any contract or
commitment. 'woma city' expressly disclaims any liability for any
direct or consequential loss or any direct or indirect damage caused
by relying on any information contained in the white paper, any
error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information, or any direct
or consequential loss or any direct or indirect damage caused
thereby.

This is not a recommendation for purchase or financial advice, it is
strictly information. Do not trade or invest in any tokens,
companies or entities based solely on this information. Any
investment involves significant risks, including but not limited to
pricing fluctuations, insufficient liquidity, and the possible complete
loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due
diligence on the topics discussed in this article with the assistance
of professional financial, legal and tax experts, and make
independent judgments on the relevant market before making any
investment decisions.
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We have prepared all information from sources that we believe are
accurate and reliable. However, such information is provided "as is"
without any guarantee, whether express or implied. All market
prices, data and other information are not guaranteed for
completeness or accuracy. They are based on selected public
market data and reflect the current situation and our views from
this date. Therefore, all of these conditions may be unannounced
The circumstances change. Graphics, charts and other visual aids
are for reference only. None of these charts, graphs, or visual aids
themselves can be used to make investment decisions. There is no
indication that these will help anyone make investment decisions,
and there are no charts, graphs, or other visual aids that can
capture all the factors and variables needed to make such
decisions.

The information contained in this document may include or
incorporate forward-looking statements, which will include any
statements that are not statements of historical facts. No
representations or warranties are made regarding the accuracy of
such forward-looking statements. Any predictions contained in this
document are necessarily speculative and based on certain
assumptions. These forward-looking statements may prove to be
false and may be subject to inaccurate assumptions or known or
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are
beyond our control. It can be expected that some or all of these
forward-looking assumptions will not be realized, or that there will
be significant differences from actual results.
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woma city
'woma city' is a decentralized organization (DAO) operated by each
internet-native member of the 'woma city' and share one common
vision of building a brave metaverse.

'woma city' has been designed as a metaverse what is a digital
reality that combines aspects of social media, online gaming,
augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and cryptocurrencies to
allow users to interact virtually. Augmented reality overlays visual
elements, sound, and other sensory input onto real-world settings
to enhance the user experience. In contrast, virtual reality is entirely
virtual and enhances fictional realities. 

As 'woma city' metaverse grows, each member will create online
spaces where user interactions are more multidimensional than
current technology supports. Instead of just viewing digital content,
users in the metaverse will be able to immerse themselves in a
space where the digital and physical worlds converge.

Today in 2021, people have a preliminary understanding of the
concept of the virtual world. In the future, the meta-universe will be
a trend. People will realize identity, social interaction, immersion,
low latency, diversification, anywhere, and economy in the virtual
world. For a series of goals such as system and civilization, we were
originally a team focused on the creation of digital humans.

All big dreams begin with small steps. We are as woma.city team
excited to be a part of digital technology transformation where the
metaverse is being shaped and developed. 
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Blockchain

Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that
makes it difficult or impossible to change, hack, or cheat the
system.

A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is
duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer
systems on the blockchain. Each block in the chain contains a
number of transactions, and every time a new transaction occurs
on the blockchain, a record of that transaction is added to every
participant’s ledger. The decentralized database managed by
multiple participants is known as Distributed Ledger Technology
(DLT).

Blockchain is a type of DLT in which transactions are recorded with
an immutable cryptographic signature called a hash. 
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This means if one block in one chain was changed, it would be
immediately apparent it had been tampered with. If hackers
wanted to corrupt a blockchain system, they would have to
change every block in the chain, across all the distributed versions
of the chain.

Binance Smart Chain

$WOMA will be built on the Binance Network. 'woma city' is
delighted to be supported by Binance and is proud to announce
that the project has secured investment from Binance. 

Binance is the most active layer-2 BNB scaling solution that exists
in the market today. The 'woma city' team has decided to build on
Binance due to its high speed, low cost transactions and the
overall compatibility of the network. This will allow us to connect,
develop and most importantly develop at scale on the Binance
network. The power of Binance is that it provides a credible layer
of trust for users. It has significant advantages over other
networks allowing scalability, security and overall better user
experience.
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GameFi as the combination of video games (Gaming) and
decentralized finance (DeFi). The technology used for this type of
video game is blockchain technology, which allows players to be
the sole and verified owners of the virtual elements of the game.

In traditional video games, the predominant model is “pay-to-win”,
in which players must pay in order to gain an advantage, such as
upgrading, reducing waiting time or buying a virtual object.

GameFi, on the other hand, introduces the “play-to-earn” model.
In this case, players are the ones who make money thanks to their
knowledge or the time invested.

It is important to highlight that in GameFi games users need more
than just luck in order to win. The activities that generate rewards
vary depending on the game, but in general they reward skills and
require strategy.

GameFi is not gambling. The games we consider part of this
emerging sector require players to leverage a mix of skill and
strategy to generate income. Although luck may be a part of these
games, it is not the predominant factor in determining who wins
or is eligible for financial reward. 

GameFi with DAOs

Typically, video game development has been highly centralized. A
studio will design, produce and publish a title, taking sole
responsibility for any future updates. However, many GameFi
projects seek to extend decision-making to the players
themselves.

GameFi
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The mechanism by which they achieve this is known as a
decentralized autonomous organization. In a DAO, token holders
can produce and vote on project update proposals. Often these
proposals will have a direct impact on the title’s monetary
features. For example, the DAO may vote to increase the reward
for a certain action within the game as a means of promotion.
 
To join a GameFi DAO, you must first own a project’s governance
token. Often, the number of tokens held is directly proportional to
a member’s voting power. Essentially, the largest stakeholders
have the loudest voices when it comes to steering a project’s
direction.

'woma city' aim to be the leading NFT token out there, as much as
the world is interested in playing video games and earning tokens
at the same time, holders of NFT will be able to play 3D reality
virtual games and still earn with it .



The first three NFT collections of 'woma city' which are called        
'woma on the way', 'woma city passport' and 'wo&ma' already
published with specified smart contaracts on OpenSea where is
one of the biggest NFT marketplace. 

With the establishment of the 'woma city' NFT marketplace will be
possible to buy-sell-create to NFT's with $WOMA token.

wo&ma Collection 
        
wo&ma is a collection of 999 unique 1/1 animated artwork
belongs to woma city main characters.

wo&ma have been designed unique and aesthetically metaverse
characters. Each NFT carries full of action and excitement.
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woma city NFTs

https://opensea.io/collection/woma



woma city passport Collection 
        
'woma city passport' is a collection of unique and fully onchain
NFT in Polygon Mainnet blockchain. Two types of passports are
available to mint.

Premium Passport minting is limited up to 2999 NFT's and no
quantity minting limit on Elite Passport until minting time is run
out.

The passport holder is a 'woma city' founder and priority to
benefit to all opportunities of the city. Whitelist on Pre-Sale,
airdrop NFT's and $WOMA token. 

The wallets that mint their own passports before the pre-sale
starts are added to the whitelist and they have priority right to
buy in the first 12 hours of the pre-sale of $WOMA.*

Totally 18% of $WOMA token has been reserved for passport
holders before pre-sale and the tokens are locked under 'Team
Vesting Tokens' wallet.**
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https://opensea.io/collection/woma-city-passport

**Details are on Page 19_Airdrop Tokens to Passport Holders
*Details on page 16 _ Pre-Sale 



Number of traits : 26
Number of attributes : 478
Minimum number of used traits : 26

'woma on the way' Collection 
        
The fist NFT collection of 'woma city' to unique, cool and diverse
wo&ma with their van.

‘woma on the way’ is 10.000 randomly generated pixel collectibles
of various rarity living on the Polygon blockchain as ERC-721
tokens and hosted on IPFS. 
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https://bscscan.com/address/0x587dfb93655ef459290baacbdf078b21bd571482

woma city Token ($WOMA)

$WOMA  Smart Contract Adress

'woma city' token ($WOMA)  was released dated on December 20,
2021. It starts with decentralized exchanges, NFTs and GameFi
projects. $WOMA token is our native BEP20-based token first built
on the Binance Smart Chain. 

$WOMA Token is an audited, vetted and trusted static reward
token that benefits investors who hold, the contract is designed to
apply 9% tax to every transaction. 3% is distributed to the current
holders , 3% goes to liquidity pool to maintain healthy liquidity and
3% goes to marketing pool to development the project.

$WOMA token holders will gain early access to all coming projects
& NFTs launches by 'woma city' first before anyone else. 

There will be anti-bot system powered by PinkSale in place to
insure holders gain fair access and trading. 

$WOMA  Audit Report
https://github.com/coinscope-co/audits/blob/main/woma/audit.pdf 
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$WOMA Tocenomics

Pre-Sale Liquidty Pool
(Locked)

Marketing

Milestones Burn
(Locked)

Premium Passports
(Locked)

Elite Passports
(Locked)

Pre-Sale

Liquidty
(Locked)

Premium
Members
(Locked)

Elite
Members
(Locked)

Marketing

Burn
(Locked)

3.507.500.000 1.000.000.000

800.000.000 1.000.000.0002.518.500.000

1.174.000.000

$WOMA

TOKEN NAME
woma city

TOKEN SYBOL

TOTAL SUPPLY
10.000.000.000

BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

$WOMA Taxes

Reward
Liquidity

Pool Marketing

3% 3% 3%
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Pre-Sale Pool 

Pre_Sale Adress :

Token Name:   woma city
Token Symbol: WOMA
Token Decimal: 9
Token Address: 0x587dfb93655EF459290bAACbDf078b21bD571482 
Total Supply: 10.000.000.000
Tokens for Pre-Sale:  3.507.500.000
Tokens for Liquidity: 2.518.500.000
Tokens for Passport Holders(Locked): 1.800.000.000
Tokens for Burn (Locked) : 1.000.000.000
Pre-Sale Rate : 1.525.000 $WOMA/BNB
Listing Price   : 1.460.000 $WOMA/BNB
Soft Cap :  1250 BNB
Hard Cap: 2300 BNB
Unsold Tokens: Burn
Min.  Buy : 0.2 BNB
Max. Buy : 3.0 BNB
Launch Type : Whitelist + Public
Pre-Sale Launch Date: 29.12.2021
Pre-Sale Start Date : 14.02.2022
Pre-Sale End Date: 20.02.2022
Listing On: PancakeSwap
Liquidity Percent : 75%
Liquidity Lockup Time:  1825 Days (5 Years)
Token Release Each Cycle : 10 % / Each 15 days

         https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0xEc53C8E0e77Ca16dB60424A1ecD3FAA9740A920A? chain=BSC

The wallets that mint their own passports before the Pre-Sale start
are added to the whitelist and they have priority right to buy in the
first 12 hours of the pre-sale of $WOMA

After the pre-sale is completed, the passports are transferred free
of charge to the wallets which are participating in public pre-sale
according to the rule below:

'woma city' Premium Passport: Top 10 wallets with  buy the most 
'woma city' Elite Passport: Each wallet to buy 0.5 BNB & more
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Pre-Sale & Airdrop  Timeline 

15 November 2021
Deployed 'woma city passport'
smart contract on PolygonScan

(Mint Starts) 
20 November 2021

Deployed '$WOMA Token'
smart contract on BscScan 

22 November 2021
             Audit  for             
 '$WOMA Token' smart

contract 

 29 November 2021
'$WOMA Token'

 Pre-Sale book on PinkSale 

 14 February 2021
'$WOMA Token'
  Pre-Sale  Start 

20 February 2021
'$WOMA Token'
  Pre-Sale  End 
 Token Release 

10% / Each 15 Days
 21-27 February 2021
'woma city passport'

Transfer to 
$WOMA Public Pre-Sale Buyers

30 June 2022
'woma city passport' 

Mint Ends 

31 July 2022
$WOMA Token
1.release / 10%

for passport holders
&

10% / Each 30 days
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$WOMA Milestones
Holders

$WOMA Manually Burn 
Totally 10%

20.000      Holders
40.000      Holders
80.000      Holders
150.000    Holders
250.000    Holders

200.000.000 token  (2%)
200.000.000 token  (2%)
200.000.000 token  (2%)
200.000.000 token  (2%)
200.000.000 token  (2%)

Milestones & Token Burns

20.000 Holders
40.000 Holders
80.000 Holders

150.000 Holders
250.000 Holders

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

30.03.2022

30.06.2022

30.09.2022

30.12.2022

30.03.2023

15-30

15-30

15-30

30-90

30-90

Milestone
Burn 

Token Locked Wallet Adress

Unlock
(Burn)
Date

Extend
Lock-in 

Time 
(Days)

Totally 10% of $WOMA token has been reserved to burn as
reference with the project milestones. The tokens are locked
before pre-sale at the addresses above until unlock(burn) date. 

If the milestone is reached before relevant unlock date, the tokens
burned directly and send to DEAD address. If not, lock-in time is
extended taking into  account target milestone.  

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/8107?chain=BSC

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/8109?chain=BSC

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/8110?chain=BSC

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/8111?chain=BSC

https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/8112?chain=BSC
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Airdrop Tokens to Passport Holders

'woma city' passport is unique and onchain on the Polygon
Mainnet blockchain with two types as 'Premium and Elite'. 

Totally 18% of $WOMA token has been reserved  for passport
holders before pre-sale  and the tokens are locked under 'Team
Vesting Tokens'  wallet.

Passports are able to mint until  30 June 2022, 23:59 UTC and the
first release and airdrop to passport holders will start 30 days
after.  Detailed schedule below.  

Release
No

Release
Date

Airdrops
Period

Relase Token
Numbers

Tokens For 
Premium
Passport 
Holders

Rel.01
Rel.02
Rel.03
Rel.04
Rel.05
Rel.06
Rel.07
Rel.08
Rel.09
Rel.10

 

30/06/2022
30/07/2022
29/08/2022
28/09/2022
28/10/2022
27/11/2022
27/12/2023
26/01/2023
25/02/2023
27/03/2023

180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000
180.000.000

1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days
1 to 5 days

 

100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000

80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000
80.000.000

Tokens For 
Elite

Passport 
Holders

'woma city' passport is an onchain NFT and each wallet can made
the trading (buy/sell)  via to OpenSea & Metamask. Therefore,
airdrop tokens will be transfered only the end wallets according to
the mentioned release dates above. 

Token airdrops will be done manually and completed in 1 to 5
days.
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Website Launch
Social Media Launch
NFT Collections Launch
Audit Launch 
White Paper Launch
Create Launchpad to Pre-Sale
Pre-marketing Campaign 
Pre-start to Game Development

Roadmap

Pre-Sale Launch
Public Sale Launch
Coingecko listing 
Coinmarketcap listing 
Creating new NFT collections
Wallet Development - Phase-1
Game Development - Phase-1 
NFT Market Place - Phase-1
Marketing Campaigns
Giveaways / PromotionsExpand the Development Team

Mobil App Development to Social Media 
Wallet Launch 
NFT MArket Place Launch
Game Development - Phase-2
Charity Action 
CEX Listing
Partnership Cooperation's
Giveaways / Promotions
Influencers

Game Demo
Game Development - Phase-3
More CEX Listing
More Partnerships & Cooperations
Charity
Website Update
Several Updates
Giveaways/promotions
Expand Marketing Strrategy

Q4
2021

Q2
2022

Q4
2022

Q2
2023
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Community & Ambassadors 

'woma city' community is rapidly growing and on its path to
becaming one of the most well-liked NFT-MetaVerse-GameFi
communities. We welcome open discussion and truly believe that
that community is a source of strength. 

For us, community is a farm back and lever to drive us to constantly
develop in response to the trust that users give us, so we consider
creating and building a quality community to be one of the most
crucial in determining the project's success or failure. 

'woma city' launched the Ambassador Program aimed at building a
community that will promote the project across different countries
and communities online. woma city rewards program is aimed at
encouraging both developers and non-developers to contribute
diverse content, both offline and online. To accomplish this goal, 
 woma city has kept aside a portion of woma city  tokens or NFTs as
rewards to bootstrap the initial community. The goal is to have
motivated ambassadors promoting the woma city brand to
businesses, enterprises, and potential users across the globe. 

As you grow your local 'woma city' community, by completing
achievements, you will be eligible to earn. These awards are our
way of thanking you for your commitment to the community.
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Share a post on Instagram - Twitter - Facebook 
Host an event
Online Webinar \ Workshop \ Attend Webiner \ Web Conference
hosted by $WOMA
Manage the local social media channels of  WOMA

Check out the list of achievement rewards below or submit your
own offer and start earning today!

To became an ambassador of 'woma city' you can fill and submit to 
 the application form  on web site. 

'woma city' reserves the right to make changes on ambassador
reward program.
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Transparency

We understand that transparency is critical to gaining communities
trust, thus we are always explicit in what we do, as seen by the
specific and feasible roadmap, detailed and logical tokenomics,
open and progressive community.

We value the community and believe that for the 'woma city' project
to succeed, every step must be build on the foundation of complete
transparency. 



Investors Safety

Our smart contracts are fully audited and have been carefully
designed so that in all situations, the raised BNB and tokens reside
securely in the smart contract. Under no conditions will the Admin
or Campaign owner be able to transfer the tokens. The only
conditions under which is that the BNB or tokens can be transferred
are:

1. Successful IDO (met soft-cap). 2. Failed IDO or Cancelled IDO

In both situations, the BNB/tokens are sent or returned to the
rightful owners/users. In other words, no Admin or Campaign owner
can take investor funds. 

2.Locked Liquidity Pool 

Liquidity pools enable users to buy and sell crypto on decentralized
exchanges and other DeFi platforms without the need for
centralized market makers.

Therefore $WOMA Token liquidity pool will be locked for 5 years and
3% fee of each transaction goes to liquidity pool to maintain healthy
liquidity. 
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Keep in mind that smart contracts always carry risks. You must
use them at your own risk. All content in the publication is for
guidance and educational purposes only. All information
contained here must be reviewed and verified. Therefore, you
need to be aware of the risks associated with trading in financial
markets. We recommend that you do not trade for an amount
that you cannot afford to lose.

Legal Disclosure

The data contained in this white paper does not constitute
financial and investment advice and is not treated as the content
of a publication. This material is an offer or solicitation to invest
buy, or sell for informational purposes only. No warranty is given
or implied about the completeness or accuracy of the information.
The team does not recommend buying or selling cryptocurrencies.
Before making an investment decision, you may consult a financial
adviser and do your due diligence.
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https:/woma.city

https://www.opensea.io/womacity

https://www.facebook.com/womacity

https://www.github.com/womacity

https://www.twitter.com/womacity

https:/t.me/womacity

https://www.instagram.com/womacity

WITH THE 
woma city 

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
EVERY COMMUNITY MEMBER SHOULD FEEL

 CONFIDENT, VALUED AND RESPECTED
NO HATRED ONLY LOVE

info@woma.city
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